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Nomad Ti XC

The advancement of our patented Nomad baffle technology continues, now stronger and lighter than ever. Perfect for all of your hunts and adventures.

Learn More
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Nomad LTi XC

Roughly 1.75” longer than our Nomad Ti XC. Perfect for superb sound suppression but light enough for maximum mobility.

Learn More
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Nomax 33

With a body weight of just 12.9 ounces the Nomax 33 proves you don’t need the extra weight and bulk to successfully suppress big bore calibers.

Learn More
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Sierra 5 Xeno

The Sierra 5 Xeno includes a 1/2-28 Xeno flash hider and a Xeno adapter.

Learn More
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Sierra 5 Keymo

The Sierra 5 KeyMo includes a 1/2-28 KeyMo flash hider and a KeyMo adapter.

Learn More
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Nomad 30

A modern suppressor with modular mounting options. It handles a lot without the weight. Perfect for the everyday nomad, whether you're into tactical shooting, matches, or hunting.

Learn More
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Nomad L

The bigger brother to the Nomad 30. The extra length makes this suppressor reign supreme in decibel reduction.

Learn More
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Nomad Ti

Lightweight .30 caliber silencer with modular mounting options. Perfect for those who don't turn their rifles into a lead fountain.

Learn More
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Nomad LTi

Just a few ounces more than our Nomad Ti, but the extra length equals indisputable performance.

Learn More
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Nomad Ti Xeno Precision Kit

When weight savings, repeatability, and accuracy are critical, the Nomad Ti XPK Kit is your solution. The Nomad Ti already shines as the perfect ultralight multi-modular mounting suppressor.

Learn More
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Sandman K

Ideal when on the move and flash suppression is important, while taking the edge off.

Learn More
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Sandman S

One of the toughest .30 caliber silencers on the market with the best mounting system. This is for those that want excellent sound suppression without the worry of hurting your silencer.

Learn More
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Sandman L

Built with hard-use materials ideal for bolt-actions, AR-15's, and more. When you want the toughest .30 caliber suppressor with optimum sound suppression, this is the one you want.

Learn More
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Wolverine

This is THE AK-47 silencer. Based off the Sandman you know you can't hurt it. The mounting system mates with your AK so you don't have to change a thing on your host gun.

Learn More
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Primal

The perfect "do-all" suppressor. It'll eat anything from 9mm up to .458 caliber.

Learn More
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Mojave 9

3d printed Titanium 9mm silencer featuring our patent-pending Triskelion™ baffle system.

Learn More
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Ghost 45

Perfect for subguns and pistols up to .45ACP. The Ghost 45 features a user-friendly modular design with plenty of mounting options.

Learn More
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Odessa 9

This 9mm pistol silencer is user-configurable down to the last baffle. With a 1.1" tube size there's no need for suppressor height sights.

Learn More
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Wolfman

Designed for the best subgun sound suppression, but suitable for your 9mm pistols and 5.56 & .300BLK carbines.

Learn More
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Wolfman KeyMicro Kit

This price-saving kit consists of a Wolfman suppressor, KeyMicro adapter, and KeyMicro muzzle brake.

Learn More
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Mask

The standard all rimfire suppressors are judged by. Also suitable for 17WSM and 5.7×28.

Learn More
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Training Silencers

Use with training marking rounds only

Learn More
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Privacy Overview
 
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.
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Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.
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Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.
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Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.
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Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
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Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
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Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
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